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Abstract
Noisy objects have been known to affect negatively on the performance of clustering algorithms. This paper addresses the
problem of high false positive rates in using self-organizing map (SOM) for DNA motif prediction due to the noisy background 
sequences in the input dataset. We propose the use of sequence filter in the pre-processing step to remove portion of the noisy 
background before applying to the SOM. Our method is motivated by the evolutionary conservation property of binding sites as
opposed to randomness of background sequences. Our contributions are: (a) propose the use of string mismatch as filtering 
threshold function; and (b) two filtering methods, namely sequence driven and gapped consensus pattern, are proposed for 
filtering.  We employed real datasets to evaluate the performance of SOM for DNA prediction after the filtering process. Our 
evaluation results show promising improvements in term of precision rates and also data reduction. We conclude that filtering
background sequences is a feasible solution to improve prediction accuracy of using SOM for DNA motif prediction.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
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1. Introduction
Identification of regulatory elements or binding sites bound by transcription factor (TF) proteins are important
to the understanding of genetic diseases, protein-DNA interaction, as well as for medical purposes. The interaction 
of transcription factor proteins and their binding sites regulate which, when, and how rapid proteins are produced.
Binding sites are short sequences about 6-25bp long, located in the upstream, downstream or distal locations of 
genes they regulate. A sequence motif is a characteristic nucleotide or amino acid sequence that is conserved in a
group of sequences. The problem of computational DNA motif prediction is to predict the exact or approximate
locations of binding sites in a set of carefully collected DNA sequences from a genome of species under study and
infers the sequence specificities of TFs be found can be
established through wet-lab techniques such as ChIP-seq and microarray analysis or by using comparative genomic
approaches. Apparently, each input DNA sequence to a computational tool contains two types of regions: binding
and background sequence. Background sequences are noisy because they are highly unstructured due to exposure
to random evolutionary events in cells such as substitution, mutation, insertion, or deletion. They are generally
regarded as generated by a Markov process in the literature.
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In this paper, we investigate whether sequence filter can reduce the effect of background sequences on motif 
prediction using Self-Organizing Map (SOM)[1]. Clustering DNA sequences for binding sites discovery is a 
unique problem by itself because of the quite distinctive characteristics of the two classes of sequence signals, i.e., 
motif and background, in a DNA dataset. Furthermore, since they are highly overlapped in the sequence space, 
discriminating these two sequence classes for motif prediction is computationally challenging [2]. Several studies 
have suggested customization of clustering algorithms is necessary. For instance, study in [3] suggested that a 
hybrid cluster model that represents the distinctive characteristics of the two classes of sequences can improve 
prediction accuracy. In addition, a hierarchical algorithm proposed in [4] showed that removing large portion of 
background sequences in a DNA dataset and the use of customized clustering criterion for branching, stopping and 
selection of clusters showed very promising results. In this paper, we take a different approach, which is the use a 
sequence filter as a pre-processing step to remove background sequences in order to improve the clusterability of 
the DNA sequences. Our idea is to pre-identify potential binding sites and motif consensus strings in a set of DNA 
sequences and use them to filter background sequences. Through filtering, besides data reduction, the noisy 
background sequences have less effect on the formation of dense clusters by SOM.  
This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents some background on existing SOM based approaches for 
motif prediction and highlight some of their limitations; Section 3 discusses the two proposed filter design and how 
our methods are empirically evaluated; The Results in section 4 presents our evaluation results; and the discussion 
and conclusion is presented in the final section. 
 
2.  Related Work 
 
Data clustering involves the discovery of natural groups in data by partitioning data items into groups, such that 
data items in the same group share high cohesiveness and are distinct from members in other groups [5]. In the 
context of motif prediction, because binding sites of the same TF have reasonable level of mutual similarity, 
patterns in a set of input DNA sequences. Nonetheless, because motif patterns are highly degenerated, defining 
suitable similarity metric and cluster model to find related binding sites is a difficult task without availability of 
some prior knowledge. A suitable motif representation model and a sequence similarity metric are two critical 
aspects in the design of any motif prediction algorithms. One of the most widely used motif representation models 
is the position frequency matrix (PFM) [6] which is d below. 
 
Definition 1: Position Frequency Matrix 
The PFM of a length k motif is a matrix [ ]4M apfm bi k , where b = (A, C, G, T), i k and  
1;a ibi
b
. 
 
The PFM represents the probability of the appearance of a nucleotide at certain position of a set of aligned same 
length binding sites. It also approximates the binding energy of protein-DNA interaction.  
 
The following define the DNA motif prediction is defined as a clustering problem. 
 
Given a possible motif length k and a set of k-mers from the input DNA sequences SF containing 
binding sites of a transcription factor protein, predict the TF binding site locations by forming 
clusters from k-mers using a similarity metric for cluster assignments. Select and return the list of 
top scored clusters as motifs.  
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A k-mer is continuous informative nucleotides of length k in a DNA sequence. There are l k+1 k-mers in a 
single strand of a length l DNA sequence. Members in a selected cluster, i.e., k-mers, are output as the predicted 
locations of binding site.  
SOM [1] is an unsupervised neural network inspired by the observations of highly self-organized structures in 
the mammalian cerebral cortex. It consists of an array of nodes (also known as neurons), arranged commonly in a 
one-dimensional or a 2-dimensional (2D) lattice in the output layer. The nodes on the 2D lattice can be arranged in 
a rectangular, hexagonal, or irregular shape [1]. The map serves a similar purpose to that in the neuron system in 
the brain, where neighbouring neurons (i.e, in an area) will respond to the same or similar input patterns (the 
stimulus). The task of SOM training therefore, is to adjust the neural parameters (i.e., weight vectors associated 
with every node) to allow neighbouring lattice neurons to code for neighbouring positions in the input space, 
thereby forming a topological map of the input space in which the spatial locations of the neurons in the lattice 
correspond to intrinsic features of the input patterns. 
formed on the nodes. Because the background sequences are randomly distributed in the sequence space, most of 
them are unable to form dense clusters. These unclusterable background sequences causes high impurity, i.e, 
mixed sequence types, in some of the clusters produced by SOM due to random assignments. 
Several studies attempted to use clustering techniques for DNA motif prediction (for a comprehensive account, 
please see [7]). Two studies reported that the standard SOM performed poorly on motif prediction problem [8], [9]. 
better false negative rates compare to some popular motif prediction tools. Nevertheless, [3] showed that its 
predicted motifs have relatively high false positive rates. The authors argued that it is because the PFM node model 
used in SOMBRERO is unable to represent both the motif and background signals simultaneously. Subsequently, 
[3] proposed SOMEA that uses a hybrid node model composed of PFM and static Markov-chain for improved 
compared to SOMBRERO.  
2. Methodology 
n of k-mers that cannot be associated 
with other k- ms(p, q) as the number of 
positions two aligned same length strings, p and q, are having distinct alphabets. The strings can be k-mers or 
motif consensuses and, p, q , where  ={A, C, G, T, N}. In our preprocessing step, we assume there is a 
constraint on the number of mismatch positions between any pair of motif instances (i.e, k-mers). In contrast, we 
assume a portion of the background k-mer sequences are unclusterable and the remaining is clusterable. 
Despite there is no solid theoretical ground on the property of the ms function, previous studies [4], [10], [11] 
suggested that the upper bound of mismatch value between any pair of binding sites from the same TF is about half 
of their length. In fact, when using this as a guiding principle, the authors in [10] reported good results for binding 
sites detection. In addition, Fratkin and co-workers[11] proposed a sigmoidal probability function that gives the 
likelihood that two k-mers are associated. Their proposed function implies that the correlation of a pair of k-mers 
decreases steadily with the increases of their mismatch value until the mismatch value reaches k/2 whereby they 
are not related. Next, we provide an empirical simulation study on the effectiveness of using the mismatch function 
associated binding sites. 
We downloaded 139 real motifs from JASPAR[12] and TRANSFAC[13] databases to empirically investigate 
two questions: (a) how effective is some selected binding sites of a TF can be used to recover other binding sites of 
the same TF using a mismatch function? (b) what are the percentages of binding sites that can be recovered by 
using different number of binding sites? To inv
below. 
 
 Coverage rate  
The coverage rate of a set of TF binding sites is the estimated percentage of other binding sites of the same TF 
that can be retrieved by using that binding sites set with a similarity function. 
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n binding sites from each length l motif and determine its 
coverage rate using the ms similarity function with a threshold value / 2l . A binding site of a motif is covered if 
it has a mismatch value less than or equal to the threshold to any of the n randomly selected sites. We repeated this 
procedure 10 times for each motif to obtain the average coverage rate. Figure 1 shows that with n = 4, about 93% 
of the 139 motifs have coverage rate at least 95%. Our result infers a strategy where if we can initially identify 
some potential binding site k-mers in some subset of input DNA 
retrieve a large portion of other related binding sites. The technical challenge will be on how to select the related 
initial sites. 
 
Figure 1: n k-mers coverage for 139 motifs. For each motif we randomly selected n binding sites and then we 
count how many other binding sites of the same TF is within m mismatches (covered) from any of the n 
selected k-mers. This procedure is repeated 10 times for each motif and we obtained the average coverage. 
 mismatch value is half of the motif length. 
 
Figure 2 shows the coverage of four different motifs by varying the number of selected binding sites from 2 to 5. 
It is evident that the coverage rates increase dramatically with the increase of n for all motifs. Practically, picking 
up a few binding sites will be able to cover most related binding sites by using a suitable mismatch value. 
Nevertheless, this task is practically challenging because it is expected to only work for highly more conserved 
motifs (i.e., weak motifs) and many background sequences would be covered as well unless the mismatch 
threshold value is set low which in turns might missed some related sites. 
3.1. Sequence Driven Seed k-mers (seq-seed)  
In this approach, k-mers from the input DNA sequences are used as seeds to group potentially related k-mers 
using a pre- -mers that cannot be grouped into any clusters are considered as noisy 
background and are ltered. However, we found this method produces many highly overlapped clusters [4]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to select clusters that are non-redundant and more likely to harbor motifs. 
Based on the empirical result in Figure 2, if we can pick up some binding sites (e.g.,k-mers) from the input 
sequences, it is potentially other related binding  using the ms 
 
 
Definition 3: Clique 
A k-mer s is a clique of another k-mer q, if ms(s,q) < T. 
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Definition 4: r-tight Clique 
A set of r k-mers G = {K1 , K2 , ..., Kr } that are clique to a k-mer H given a mismatch threshold Tmin , where 
min arg max{ ( , )} arg min{ ( , )}i j
i j
T ms K H ms K H  for all Kj  G and i  ,r 
r-tight clique for each of the k-mer in a subset of 
possibly related k-mers through the  r-tight cliques in a selected 
subset of input DNA sequences. These r-tight cliques will become the initial members of different clusters. Then, 
k-mers from the remaining input sequences will be assigned to the initial clusters based on the winner-takes-all 
competition rule. That is, a k-mer will be assigned to the cluster with the smallest average mismatch value. In our 
implementation, we take r = 4. To further avoid overlapping cluster, we only allow a k-mer to be used once in 
forming the r-tight clique. 
 
 
Figure 2: Coverage rates of four motifs using different number of selected k-mers (binding sites). This gure 
shows how the coverage rates of motifs changes with the number of binding sites selected from the motifs. 
The rates shown are from averaged from 10 trials. 
 
After forming the initial clusters, we select clusters with high potential to contain binding sites, utilizing the 
Relative Model Mismatch Score (RMMS) function proposed by [14]. The RMMS score of the i-th cluster is 
 
( , )
( , )
( , )
p i
p i
p bg
d K M
R K M
d K M
,                                                                 (1) 
 
where Mi is the PFM of the a set of k-mers assigned to the i-th cluster, Kp is a k-mer in the i-th cluster and d(· , ·) is 
 [14]. In addition, Mbg is the PFM of all background k-
mers in the upstream regions of genes of species under study. The RMMS function gives the rareness and 
conservation property of k-mers in a cluster. A small score value a more likely motif cluster. 
 
We summarize our cluster formation algorithm as follows. 
 Subset sequence selection. Randomly select a small subset of input sequences. 
 Forming r-tight clique. For each k-mer H in the selected subset, locate its r-tight clique in the subset. 
Members in a r-tight clique will form initial members of a cluster. 
 Forming seed clusters. Use the r-  
related k-mers in the DNA sequences not in the selected subset. A k-mer is assigned to cluster with the 
least average mismatch value to the seed set. 
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 Filtering. k-mers in the top 20 initial clusters, ranked by using the RMMS score, are retained for DNA 
motif prediction while others in an input dataset are removed. 
3.2. Gapped Motif Consensus (seq-consensus) 
In this strategy, we use a subset of the input sequences to generate gapped motif patterns in the form of 
x1 g x2(n), where x1(n) and x2(n) is a short string (3-6bp) of length n and g(m) is gaps of length m. The gaps 
 care character that match any nucleotides in . It is known that many TFs bound to two short sequences 
spaced by non-care nucleotides. This type of motif pattern is called spaced-dyad in [15] or two-block motif in [16]. 
To generate gapped motif patterns that are statistically over-represented in the input sequences, we employ the 
dyad-analysis tool [15] and YMF [17]. The dyad-analysis tool enumerates motif consensus string of length 3 
spaced by 0 to 20bp gap, while YMF generates gapped motifs with length 6 to 8bp spaced by 0 to 11bp of gap. In 
both tools, we employed gaps between 0-  motif patterns returned 
-mers. That is, k-mers having at most 2 mismatch positions to a gapped 
consensus pattern are grouped into the same cluster. 
3.3. Clustering Methods 
We employ the SOM and SOMBRERO [8] to cluster 
use the SOM implemented in the Matlab neural network toolbox for clustering. K-mers are encoded into numerical 
values using the orthogonal encoding method, where A=[1,0,0,0], C=[0,1,0,0], G=[0,0,1,0] and T=[0,0,0,1]. The 2-
dimensional map size used is in the ranges of 10×10 to 25×25, inclusively. Since SOM-based approaches are 
sensitive to the setting of the map size parameter, we tried several map sizes for each dataset and use the map size 
that produce the best prediction result in terms of F-measure. The SOMBRERO tool was downloaded from the 
website at http://bioinf.nuigalway.ie/sombrero/. The default parameters were used to run SOMBRERO for all input 
datasets. 
3.4. Evaluation Metric and Datasets 
We employed the 10 datasets used in [3] for evaluation purposes. These datasets are composed of DNA 
sequences from humans, yeast and escherichia coli. The transcription factors of the test datasets are: ABF1, CRP, 
GAL4, GCN4, CREB, SRF, MYOD, ERE, MEF2, and E2F. 
We use the precision, recall, and f-measure rate for evaluating the motif prediction tools. Following [18], they 
 as, precision=TP/(TP + FP), recall=TP/Total positives and f-measure=2/(1/precision + 1/recall), where 
TP and FP are true positives and false positives, respectively. 
A predicted site is considered a true hit (TP) if it overlaps a binding site location for at least x nucleotides in any 
strand. x is typically dependent on the length of the true motif consensus. We took 4 overlaps for all datasets 
except for SRF, GCN4, MEF2, and MYOD. For these, two overlaps are used 
 
4. Results 
We determine the performances of SOM, SOMBRERO, and other three popular DNA prediction methods 
MEME, WEEDER and AlignACE for comparisons purposes. Table 1 shows the results of the tools for the 10 real 
datasets without filtering. For each dataset, a tool ran for ten times and its average performance indicators are 
shown in the table. It can be seen that the clustering methods, i.e., SOM, SOMBRERO, performed worse than the 
other three methods in terms of F-measure for most datasets. However, in some cases, SOMBRERO performs 
equally well. 
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Table 1: Performances of motif prediction tools 
 
TF 
 
SOM 
 
SOMBRERO MEME AlignACE Weeder 
  P R F P R F P R F P R F P R F 
A BEI 0.30 0.41 0.36 0.31 0.59 0.40 0.68 0.60 0.64 0.56 0.62 0.57 0.75 0.14 0.23 
GAL4 0.75 0.89 0.81 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.76 1.00 0.86 0.59 0.93 0.72 
GCN4 0.50 0.63 0.56 0.41 0.80 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.87 0.64 0.73 
CR EB 0.30 0.75 0.43 0.43 0.83 0.56 0.88 0.59 0.69 0.66 0.52 0.57 0.71 0.79 0.75 
CRP 0.57 0.70 0.63 0.87 0.73 0.79 0.76 0.81 0.78 0.98 0.83 0.90 0.83 0.75 0.79 
ERE 0.50 0.80 0.62 0.59 0.80 0.67 0.82 0.72 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.54 0.76 0.63 
E2F 0.60 0.80 0.69 0.67 0.76 0.71 0.64 0.68 0.65 0.68 0.75 0.71 0.67 0.89 0.76 
M YOD 0.33 0.45 0.38 0.32 0.50 0.39 0.38 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.34 0.32 0.50 0.43 0.46 
MEI:2 0.20 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.35 0.27 0.80 0.92 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.88 
SRI: 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.83 0.67 0.74 0.72 0.87 0.79 0.71 0.83 0.77 0.71 0.79 0.75 
Average 0.48 0.64 0.54 0.56 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.67 
* The results for all the tools were reproduced from ref [3] except SOM. 
 
 datasets, followed by motif prediction by the two 
clustering methods. Table 2 and 3 shows the clustering results using the filtered datasets. Table 2 shows the 
 methods were applied. From the overall results, it is observed that SOM 
predictions improved in most of the test datasets in terms of F-measure. The improvements are mainly attributed 
by the increase  example using the seq-seed method, 7 out of 10 of the 
datasets have improved f-measure while improve precision on 9 datasets with the seq-
Our results seful to improve the prediction accuracy through removal of 
background sequences. 
 
Table 2: Performances of SOM on the test datasets 
 
 TF Seq-seed   Seq-consensus     
  P R F (+/-) P R F (+/-) 
ABF1 0.35 0.38 0.36 * 0.38 0.42 0.40 + 
GAL4 0.82 0.92 0.87 + 0.78 0.9 0.84 + 
GCN4 0.60 0.60 0.60 + 0.56 0.70 0.62 + 
CREB 0.53 0.75 0.62 + 0.5 0.72 0.59 + 
CRP 0.62 0.73 0.67 + 0.6 0.65 0.62 - 
ERE 0.50 0.82 0.62 * 0.55 0.85 0.67 + 
E2F 0.65 0.76 0.70 + 0.62 0.80 0.70 + 
MYOD 0.50 0.40 0.44 + 0.45 0.43 0.44 + 
MEF2 0.40 0.30 0.34 + 0.45 0.32 0.37 + 
SRF 0.75 0.70 0.72 * 0.8 0.73 0.76 + 
Average 0.572 0.64 0.60 + 0.57 0.65 0.60 + 
* indicates no change 
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Table 3: Performances of SOMBRERO on the test datasets 
 
TF Seq-seed       Seq-consensus     
  P R F (+/-) P R F (+/-) 
ABF1 0.38 0.61 0.47 + 0.4 0.6 0.48 + 
GAL4 0.93 0.97 0.95 + 0.92 0.94 0.93 - 
GCN4 0.52 0.80 0.63 + 0.50 0.78 0.61 + 
CREB 0.60 0.82 0.69 - 0.55 0.80 0.65 + 
CRP 0.90 0.70 0.79 * 0.92 0.70 0.80 + 
ERE 0.65 0.79 0.71 + 0.70 0.75 0.72 + 
E2F 0.72 0.80 0.76 + 0.70 0.76 0.73 + 
MYOD 0.45 0.50 0.47 + 0.50 0.52 0.51 + 
MEF2 0.46 0.40 0.43 + 0.50 0.50 0.50 + 
SRF 0.85 0.60 0.70 - 0.90 0.70 0.79 + 
Average 0.65 0.70 0.66 + 0.66 0.71 0.67 + 
* indicates no change 
 
Likewise, SOMBRERO shows the similar trends. Its f-measure performance lifted on 7 out of 10 of the datasets 
using the seq-seed method, while 9 datasets using the seq-consensus method. Like the SOM, the increases in the f-
measure rates were mainly due to improvement on the precision rates. Nevertheless, the recall rates have not been 
better after ltering but were remained at about the same level. From the results, the seq-consensus method 
improved  compare to seq-seed. This is probably because 
 more k-mers than the latter (see Fig 3). In Figure 3, most of the datasets have data reduction 
rates of not more than 50%, with two datasets ERE and SRF achieved over that with the seq-consensus filter. The 
average reduction rate is 0.33 and 0.45 for seq-seed and seq-consensus method, respectively. It should be noted 
that the reduction rates for seq-seed method depends on the number of clusters we selected (i.e., 20). At this stage 
we have not investigate how changes in the number of clusters will affect prediction performances. 
 have low  prediction 
 A more stringent criterion, if use for filtering, is expected to lower . 
 
 
Figure 3: Dataset reduction rates after filtering. 
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We use the CREB dataset as a case study of our methods. 
JASPAR database is TGACG(C/T)CA. Table 4  shows the motif consensuses predicted by the YMF and the dyad-
analysis tool. Four of the 13 motif consensuses predicted by the tools matched the consensus of CREB motif with 
at most 1 mismatch. It is expected these consensuses are useful to remove background k-mers. Amongst the 19 
binding sites in the CREB dataset, about 90% (17/19) are covered by at least one of the consensus string using a 
mismatch threshold of 2.  
 
Table 4: Motif consensus strings predicted by dyad-analysis and YMF for the CREB dataset.  
 
Consensus string #Mismatch  
ACGN{0}TCA  1 
TATN{0}AAA  
AAGN{4}GGG  
 GACN{1}TCA  1 
AGGN{3}GGG  
GACN{0}GTC  
CCAN{1}CCC  
ATAN{0}AAA  
TACGNNNAATA  
TGACGTCA  0 
ATCGAATC  
CACCGTAC  
TGACATCA  1 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
In this paper, we studied how sequence filter can be used in the pre-processing step to improve DNA motif 
prediction using clustering techniques. Our contributions are: a) proposed the use of the mismatch function to 
establish association between related k-mers which is the key component in our filter design b) proposed two 
sequence filtering methods, namely seed sequence driven and gapped-consensus DNA 
sequences. Our empirical results supported the hypothesis that removal of background sequences improves DNA 
motif prediction results for clustering
binding sites are highly degenerated, mismatch function will be ineffective to avoid false dismissal; (b) in our 
current methods, the critical failure point is the selection of consensus string through the two tools. Hence, failure 
to return true motif consensus string will create false dismissal; (c) in the sequence driven seed method, setting the 
appropriate parameter for the mismatch function is not a straight forward task without prior knowledge on hands. 
A  not been improved after 
-based approaches for DNA motif prediction 
and therefore are unable to improve the recall rates even after data deduction. Therefore, to further improve the 
prediction rates, algorithm improvement is necessary. Another possible reason is that some binding sites are very 
-processing step. Another issue that 
we are yet to investigate is whether the filtering approach would benefit also motif prediction by other non-
clustering methods.   
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